MANAGING CHAOS IN THE
S A L E S O R G A N I Z AT I O N

Winning Million Dollar
B2B Sales Opportunities
A SERIES FROM

Million Dollar Opportunities
Milestone Centric

If you want to make a million dollar sale, first find a
three million dollar problem to solve!
You gotta
get these
right!

MILESTONE CENTRIC SALES
PROCESS
Pain & Power: 30%
Money & Effort: 50%
Decision Steps: 75%
Velocity of
Opportunities

Verbal: 90%

Higher win rates,
Lower cost of sales
Predictable scalable revenue &
Accurate forecasts
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But that’s just the successful end of prospecting and
lead generation. A great topic for another day!
Opportunity management is the process of using a
Milestone Centric Sales Process to strategically move
an opportunity to swift disqualification or obtain a
progressively clearer path to close. It has nothing to
do with how the salesperson “feels” about the
opportunity. On the contrary, it has everything to do
with what the prospect is experiencing and what steps
they are willing to take to resolve the business issue.
It’s binary, either it is progressively being developed
and moving towards close, or it is not. Pipeline
milestone criteria defines what those qualification
milestones are and the steps to get to close. I’ve laid
them out for you on the following page. Warning:
Don’t get these milestones wrong. Selling is first
about getting to the truth. If your milestones and
steps are not telling you the truth about the
opportunities in your pipeline, there is a high risk that
there are consequences to be paid. These include
wasting resources, high loss rates, opportunities that
end with no decision, and flat uninspiring sales
growth… the inability to grow and scale. Get ready
for it, because it’s coming: Raising the standards in
your pipeline will force your sales team to raise their
standards in how they qualify and manage their
opportunities… people don’t like change. Be ready
for some push back. Here’s where sales leadership
starts providing winning sales strategy and
techniques, showing them the path to success.
Leadership must coach and empower the sales team
to successfully accomplish the opportunity
management milestones to rapid disqualification or
progressive movement towards close.

Million Dollar Milestone Centric Sales Process

Milestone Centric Sales Process

01

Pain &
Power

02

Money &
Effort

03

Go live &
steps to close

04

Verbal
commitment

An opportunity engagement at the decision maker level, where there is a
problem that has a meaningful consequence (that your solution can fix), which
needs to be resolved within “x” period. Pain defined is a problem with a
meaningful consequence that can be measured in some way, e.g. downtime =
$1,000,000 per day, we need to reduce downtime by 10% in the next 12
months. Must meet a minimum standard of 3X ROI within 18 months to justify
the cost of your solution. Danger: Not being at the right decision maker level,
and or, not knowing the strategic consequences to be resolved with your
company sales opportunities, puts these opportunities at risk, skyrocketing loss
rates and ballooning cost of sales.
Is the meaningful business consequence impacting the decision maker’s (DM)
ability to attain her / his strategic objectives? Does the order of magnitude
dollar investment meet the DM’s sniff test? Does the DM understand the effort
in resources and time on his / her team required to achieve the objective? Are
they willing to sponsor a move forward plan, assuming there is a high
probability of a fit? What is their next step to determine fit or are they ready to
move now? KEY: These questions should be answered as a natural outpouring
of a peer to peer strategic business conversation (using a strategic sales
process) of what and how a project should proceed with mutual agreement
between the buyer and seller
Go Live with Steps to Close. We should know their go live date by now. Most
importantly, we must know why this go live date is important for the prospect!
Go live (GL) date, less project lead & implementation time = close date. Why is
the go live date important? The reason (s) why the GL date is important equals
the power to keep the opportunity on track to close. No meaningful reasons
to go live… expect stalls and no decisions. What are the steps for each side
(seller should be aware of important asks here) required to achieve signature
on close date. Documented steps to close collaboratively developed and
acknowledged by the Decision Maker & Seller, with dates and 1st step in
process required to achieve this probability.

Decision maker has given you a verbal yes to the questions of being the
chosen vendor. We are in process of purchase with legal & procurement.
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30%

probability
of close

50%

probability
of close

75%

probability
of close

90%

probability
of close

ABOUT JEFF
Jeff Johnson has helped B2B sales
organizations morph from good to
great for over two decades. Clients call
him a master motivator, strategic sales
coach and process guru. “JJ” changes
the beliefs of sales people and their
leaders by showing them a different
more effective path to success. This
path begins with a new awareness of
what’s possible with just a few changes
in sales strategy, techniques and
beliefs. With some training and
coaching, this quickly grows into new
levels of individual accomplishment,
team culture and organizational
overachievement.
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